Technicians are data collectors! Never before have Technicians been actively feeding data into a national system. Technicians are learning to strengthen their skills as data collectors. Data collected must be consistent, comprehensive, and accurate.

Safe Kids coalitions can use any form they choose including the NDCF!
- SK Buckle Up- Continue to register events and inspection stations in the Program Management Tool and complete event and inspection station evaluations.
- Currently no reporting requirements for programs not participating in Buckle Up.
- Contact Cassandra Herring, CPS Certification Technical Advisor for information. CHerring@safekids.org

How the NDCF helps Technicians
- Built in features shorten completion time and reduces the risk of reporting errors
- Track seat check activity in real time
- Monthly cleaned data Dashboards and Table tools

Did you know there are more than 53 million vehicles with open recalls? Check To Protect has been added to the NDCF to easily check for a vehicle recall and help educate families on serious safety issues that can impact their safety. Visit Check To Protect for more information.

We are checking our way to 100K! February cleaned data dashboards and interactive table tools are ready to view! 66,512 seats checked collected in the NDCF with over 5,000 records collected virtually. Dashboards and table tools are located under the "Data" tab on the NDCF home page.


Overall misuse rate: 56.2%